I. INTRODUCTION
Granular computing is a novel problem-solving methodology deeply rooted in human thinking. Many daily "things" have been granulated into "sub-things". For example, the human body can be granulated into the head, the neck, and so forth, and geographic features can be granulated into mountains, plains, etc. Although the notion is essentially fuzzy, vague, and imprecise, mathematicians have idealized it into partitions (equivalence relations) and developed a fundamental problem-solving methodology based on it. The notion has played a major role in solving many important problems throughout the history of mathematics. In recent years, rough set theory [1] , [2] has introduced the idea to computer science, and it has been successfully applied to data analysis and uncertainty management. Nevertheless, the notion of partitions, which does not permit any overlapping among its granules (equivalence classes), is too restrictive for real world applications. Even in the natural sciences, classifications permit a small degree of overlapping. For example, there are creatures that are the proper subjects of both zoology and botany. A more general theory is thus needed. Granular computing is a new, rapidly emerging paradigm designed to meet this need [3] - [11] .
In rough set theory, objects are partitioned into equivalence classes based on their attribute values, which are essentially functional information associated with the objects. A natural generalization is to consider granulation defined by the relational information between objects. Such It is well known that the Kripke model for the modal logic system S5 [13] can be interpreted as an approximation space in rough set theory [14] . In Since each attribute in A is considered as a total function from the set of objects to the domain of values, the equivalence relation is completely defined with respect to the functional information associated with the objects. Thus, in rough set theory, objects are granulated according to their functional attributes. Sometimes, the relationships between objects provide important information for data analysis. A notable example is social network analysis, in which the principal types of data are attribute data and relational data. According to [15] , Attribute data relates to the attitudes, opinions and behavior of agents, in so far as these are regarded as the properties, qualities or characteristics that belong to them as individuals or groups........
Relational data, on the other hand, are the contacts, ties and connections, the group attachments and meetings, which relate one agent to another and so cannot be reduced to the properties of the individual agents themselves. To model relational data, we employ relation algebra [16] , [17] . A proper relation algebra is a structure 91 = (7?, U, -, ,-I i), where . 7? is a nonempty family of binary relations over a set U such that U x U E 7R, (x,y) E R U S iff (x,y) E R or (x, y) E S, (x, y) E R iff (x,y) f R, * (x, y) E Ro S iff there exists z E U such that (x,z) E R and (z, y) e S * (x, y) E R iff (y, x) E R, and
for any R, S E R and x, y E U. The set U is called the field of the relation algebra. For any binary relation R C U x U and x E U, we define R(x) = {y E U (x,y) E R}. A binary relation in 1R provides a kind of relational information between objects, just as a subset of attributes yields functional information about objects. Based on such relational information, objects are granulated into equivalence classes, as in rough set theory. Formally, for any binary relation R, S E RZ, S is said to be an indiscemibility relation based on R if S is an equivalence relation and S C {(x,Iy) E U x U R(x) = R(y)}. We use _R to denote an arbitrary indiscernibility relation based on R, and -R to denote the least specific indiscernibility relation based on R, i.e., R=
For reasoning about relational granulation, we consider open world environments (OWE) and closed world environments (CWE). In OWE, it is assumed that, in addition to the relational information, R, other information may be available for the granulation of objects. Thus, the indiscernibility relation for granulating objects may be finer than -R, so that an arbitrary indiscernibility relation based on R can serve the purpose. On the other hand, in CWE, we assume that R is the only information available for the granulation of objects. Thus, the least specific indiscernibility relation ='R is used to granulate objects.
Example 1: Assume U is a set of agents who can receive and provide information which may be confidential. For any agent x, y E U, we define three relations R, Sl, and S2 as follows:
1) (x, y) e R iff x would like to acquire information about Y, 2) (x, y) E S1 iff there is a channel for sending information from x to y, 3) and (x, y) E S2 iff x and y have a conflict of interest. Assume the agents with the same goal of information acquisition might form an alliance. If R is the only criterion for formation of the alliance, then =R denotes the alliance relation between the agents. If, in addition to R, other criteria, such as personal preferences, affect formation of the alliance, then we only know that the alliance relation is an indiscernibility relation -R based on R. We A set of wffs, E, is satisfied in a world, w, written as w l= , if w l= ' for all ' E S. We write E 1= m ' if, for each possible world w in 9S, w l= E implies w = '; and E '=K-p if E m ' for each Kn-model 93. When E = 0, it can be omitted. We say that a wff, ', is valid in 93 if = ,and 'p is valid if k=K-'p. For brevity, the subscript is usually omitted.
Given the language and semantics, the valid wffs of Kn' are captured by the axiomatic system shown in Figure 1 . In this presentation of the system, we use O to denote modalities [a] or [-a] .
The axiom K is the standard axiom for normal modal operators, whereas axioms T, 4, and 5 are characterizations of equivalence relations. The characteristic axioms Chl and Ch2 stipulate the connections between Ra and -Ra. According to the requirements of the semantics, (x, y) E-Ra implies Ra(X) = Ra(y). Thus, every Ra successor of x must also be an Ra successor of any objects that are -Ra-equivalent to x.
A wff ' is derivable from the system K', or simply, ' is a theorem of K , if there is a finite sequence 'p1, ...,'P such that ' = 'pm, and every 'i is an instance of an axiomatic schema or obtained from earlier 'j's by the application of an inference rule. We write HK-' if ' is a theorem of KnLet E U {'} be a subset of wffs, then ' is derivable from 3 in the system K:, written as E VK-'p, if there is a finite subset E' of E such that FK-A ' D W. We usually drop the subscript if no confusion occurs. We then have the soundness and completeness theorem for K:. [19] and dynamic logic [20] . The alphabet of B-is obtained from that of Kn' by adding the symbols U, , ;, -, and t for compound modalities and replacing the modal operator-forming symbol -with Y.
The set of modalities (II) and the set of wffs (4) Furthermore, for each a E II, we define =R {(X,y) E U x U Ra(x) = Ra(y)}. The [a]l On the other hand, to represent the indiscernibility relation in CWE, we have to employ compound modalities based on the operations of relation algebra. Consequently, we propose B-as an extended combination of dynamic logic and Boolean modal logic. Obviously, the syntax of B-is more expressive than that of K:. Nevertheless, we can not find a complete axiomatization for the former, while the latter has one. Thus, the next research problem is to investigate the possibility of axiomatizing the validity in B'.
In the definition above, we use the condition R(x) = R(y) to determine the indiscernibility of x and y, based on the relational information R. This kind of flat definition is in fact an approximation. More precisely, we should define -=R recursively as * (x, y) E=R iff (or only if) there exists a bijection oa R(x) -+ R(y) such that for all u E R(x), (u, ac(u)) E-R How to axiomatize a modality corresponding to =R is another problem that deserves further investigation.
